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Versta:

Note 1: The hi-hat in the verses is played loosely, with a slight accent on the downbeats. (Noted only in the 1st measure).
Note 2: The ghosted snare doubles are technically more like 16th triplets than like 32nd note drags. Both work for playing along.

Chorus:

"Psychic spies..."
"Edge of the world..."

Prechorus:

"Pay your surgeon very well..."
"First born unicorn..."

Chorus:

"Marry me girl..."
"Space may be the final frontier..."

Verse:

"Born and raised...."
"First born unicorn..."

Prechorus:

"Born and raised...."
"First born unicorn..."

Chorus:
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- The snare pattern follows the verse beat pattern, with a few exceptions.

GUITAR SOLO

- Play the ghost note on the "e" of 4 extremely lightly.

Verse:
"Destruction leads to a very rough world..."

Prechorus:
"Pay your surgeon very well...."

"First born unicorn..."

"Hard core soft porn...."

Chorus:
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